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ABSTRACT
In the contemporary Idea Management Systems one of the
major challenges is rapid and automatic assessment of idea
value. To address this problem, we propose the use of opinion
mining technique for extracting sentiments from comments
attached to ideas. Based on the opinion mining process, we
introduce a new metric that summarises the community sen-
timent about an idea. We compare the performance of this
metric with the currently used ones, as well as their im-
pact on idea adoption. In particular, the study investigates
behaviour of open-source communities based on data from
Ubuntu Brainstrom - an Idea Management System instance
run by Canonical to improve their Linux operating system
distribution.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the core characteristics of the Idea Management Sys-
tems is the participatory role of the community. The no-
tion of crowd-sourcing is employed by inviting customers or
employees to share and collaboratively improve their ideas.
While this solution delivers valuable knowledge about the
enterprise environment, it also introduces a number of pro-
blems related to the amount of data that needs to be pro-
cessed by the idea competition organizers. In the contem-
porary solutions, the organization of large amounts of ideas
is harnessed usually in two ways [8]: by rankings based on
community metrics (top commented, top rated ideas etc.)
or expert reviews (idea return of investment, client base im-
pact etc.). In addition, the volume of data to assess is most
often downsized by application of duplicate relationship for
newly submitted ideas. Nevertheless, studies have shown [7]
that those methods have a small impact on the final choice
of ideas that are implemented and become very limited in
instances that have collected tens of thousands of ideas.

As part our research done within the Gi2MO project [1] we
sought to answer the question how to extend idea review
capabilities and enable to characterize the semantics of in-
novation in a better way than with contemporary metrics.
As reported in case studies [9], observing the reactions of
clients on ideas is a very time consuming yet important ele-
ment for the competition organizers in Idea Management

Systems. Therefore, one of the solutions that we propose is
analysis of the comments that users create when discussing
the value of ideas and judging them.

In the following paper, rather then delivering a complete
solution for this problem, we focus on analysing the rela-
tion between opinions mined from the idea comments and
other automatically generated metrics (see Sec. 3). To do
so, we introduce a new metric that aggregates the sentiment
of comments attached to an idea and test our hypotheses
using the dataset of Ubuntu BrainStorm (see Sec. 4). The
results of our experiments (see Sec. 5) show that the newly
introduced metric can be an interesting addition to Idea Ma-
nagement System and does not duplicate the contemporary
metrics by delivering new information.

2. RELATED WORK
In the past years opinion mining has been a very active do-
main that vastly increased it’s research activity [6, 16] along
with the evolution of the Social Web and the growing popu-
larity of Web 2.0 technologies [11]. The variety of approaches
can be split into [10]: document subjectivity judgement, sen-
tence analysis, or feature analysis. Depending on the taken
approach, the contemporary solutions deliver accuracy ran-
ging from 60% for simple keyword methods though 80% for
various pattern matching or machine learning solutions [14],
up to 90% and above for domain optimized algorithms [17].
The tool used for research presented in the following paper
treats idea comments as single documents and employs a
keyword based approach.

In addition to development of different opinion mining ap-
proaches that improve the entire process accuracy, resear-
chers have also proposed the inclusion of opinion mining into
a pipeline of a larger scope. The usage of sentiment analysis
has been evaluated in a number of domains such as: pro-
duct review mining and summarization [18], business and
government intelligence (e.g. trend prediction in sales [12]),
analysis of public opinions before political elections [13].

Within the domain of Idea Management Systems in specific,
there have been some attempts to employ opinion mining to
improve idea review practices. In particular, Bothos et al. [5]
proposed using opinion mining to improve prediction mar-
kets technique for rating ideas. While research conducted
within Gi2MO project evaluated comparison of distributed



Figure 1: A sample single idea with solutions (Ubuntu Brainstorm [3]).

Idea Management Systems via sentiments of their commu-
nities [15]. In the following paper, we relate to both of those,
however rather then focusing on details of application we pe-
ruse the evaluation of usefulness of textual opinions in Idea
Management Systems in general. More precisely, we verify
if inspecting community generated comments does actually
influence the idea review workflow in a different way than
other contemporary metrics. As such, our study aims to sup-
plement previous work done in the area.

3. HYPOTHESIS
As shown in the previous section, the value of mining opi-
nions from comments has been studied from many different
angles and it’s impact can differ depending on how the mi-
ned information is applied in practice. In the following paper
we focus on two main hypotheses that relate opinion mining
to Idea Management Systems:

H1. Organizations choose to implement ideas based on opi-
nions of the community.

H2. Community opinions are not fully reflected by the cu-
rrently used community activity metrics.

With H1 we put forward a hypothesis that idea reviewers
and managers of the idea competitions investigate not only
the summery statistics like idea ratings but read the com-
ments and those comments influence the final decisions that
managers make in regard which ideas are implemented and
which not.

With H2 we suggest that the commonly used metrics in

Idea Management Systems are not fully accurate about the
opinions of the community regarding a certain idea. We hy-
pothesise that evaluating opinions submitted in comments
can deliver new knowledge that could potentially have ad-
ditional impact on the final idea selections.

4. RESEARCH SETTING AND MEASURES
Taken into account both of the stated hypotheses, we pro-
pose to evaluate if they are indeed supported by evidence
through calculating a single metric for every individual idea
based on the following algorithm:

calculate the opinion rating separately of every com-
ment attached to the idea

calculate the idea rating as a sum of ratings of it’s
comments

We applied the above methodology in practice using the da-
taset of Ubuntu Brainstorm [3]- an Idea Management Sys-
tem instance run by Canonical to collect ideas for improving
their Ubuntu Linux distribution (see details in Table 1).

The distinctive feature of Ubuntu Brainstorm dataset, in
comparison to other Idea Management data, is the possibi-
lity to submit new solutions for already existing ideas (see
Fig. 1). The first solution is provided by the author of the
idea, while the following solutions can be submitted by any
member of the community. Each solution can be individually
voted on, however the comments for all solutions are sub-
mitted in the same space, only referencing the root idea.



Table 1: Ubuntu Brainstorm dataset statistics
Metric Metric Value
Idea number 21690
Comments number 133090
Users number 10062
Implemented Ideas number 576
Amount of Votes cast 2608917

In the preliminary work described in the following paper, in
order to calculate the opinion rating per each comment, we
constructed a simple prototype (OPAL [2]) that sums the
word ratings of all words in the comment text (the word
ratings were obtained using SentiWordNet library [4]). We
measured the performance of such solution by manually an-
notating 50 idea comments (with positive, negative or neu-
tral ratings) and compared the results with the automatic
annotation done with OPAL. The proposed solution achie-
ved 67% recall, 66% precision and 67% f-measure.

Using the above method, we automatically annotated com-
ments for 50 ideas: 10 implemented, 10 highest rated (with
up/down rating), 10 lowest rated, 10 top commented, and 10
least commented (but having at least 1 comment). All toget-
her, we obtained opinion ratings for 1796 comments which
were used to calculate the opinion ratings for the aforemen-
tioned 50 ideas.

Including the legacy metrics, we used the described dataset
to calculate the following information:

comment count - amount of comments attached to an
idea

solution count - amount of solutions submitted for an
idea

maximal solution up/down rating - the highest rating
of a solution attached to an idea

minimal solution up/down rating - the lowest rating of
a solution attached to an idea

average solution up/down rating - average of ratings
of all solutions attached to an idea

idea age - time (in days) since idea was submitted until
the day experiment was conducted

opinion rating - rating based on opinion mining algo-
rithm run over comments attached to an idea

idea adoption - indicates if an idea was implemented
(equals 1) or not (equals 0).

To verify hypothesis H1, we analysed the impact of all le-
gacy metrics on idea adoption (if an idea was implemented
or not) and compared with the results for our opinion metric.
To address hypothesis H2 we analysed various correlations
of our opinion metric with a number of currently utilised
metrics in Idea Management Systems: community rating,
comment count. etc. The results of those experiments are
presented in the next section.

5. RESULTS
In case of hypothesis H1, for each of the aforementioned
metrics we measured and compared the bivariate correla-
tion with idea adoption to check if any of the metrics has a
determining impact on whether ideas have been ultimately
selected for implementation or rejected (see Table 2).

Table 2: Bivariate correlations of metrics with Idea
Adoption

Metric name Correlation
Comment count 0.03
Solution count 0.04
Max. solution rating 0.3
Min. solution rating 0.24
Avg. solution rating 0.37
Idea age 0.12
Opinion rating 0.04

The results show that correlation of opinion metric is one of
the lowest. This suggests that reviewers and decision makers
of the Ubuntu Brainstorm system did not pay attention to
user opinions expressed in the comments. Such results indi-
cate that hypothesis H1 is not supported.

In the second activity to verify hypothesis H2 we took the
same metrics but measured the correlations between each
other to see if opinion metric delivers new information or
has the same behaviour as some other metric (see Table 3).

The obtained results show that opinion metric has a medium
positive correlation with average rating, however weak corre-
lation with max. rating and medium correlation with min.
rating. Taking into account this result, we can make a state-
ment that in the particular settings of Ubuntu Brainstorm
good ratings of idea solutions do not reflect the community
opinions, while poor ratings usually go in line with bad com-
ments. To confirm this observation, we also investigated the
raw data of the max. and min. solution rating metrics. Fi-
gure 2 shows that the behaviour of min. rating is similar
to opinion rating in the area of solutions with lowest rating
(2), while in other areas the similarities are much harder to
observe (especially in top voted area (1) where some of the
top ideas have lowest opinion rating of the entire sample).

Figure 2: Comparison of normalized rating values for
ideas from the experiment. (1) - top voted solutions,
(2) - lowest voted, (3) - implemented, (4) - least
commented



Table 3: Bivariate correlations of metrics with each other (including opinion rating).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 Comment count 1 0.37 0.68 0.11 0.26 0.02 0.28
2 Solution count x 1 0.28 -0.32 -0.21 -0.65 -0.08
3 Max. solution rating x x 1 0.32 0.51 0.32 0.25
4 Min. solution rating x x x 1 0.95 0.26 0.38
5 Avg. solution rating x x x x 1 0.26 0.41
6 Idea age x x x x x 1 0.19
7 Opinion rating x x x x x x 1

Moreover, this criticism of most down ranked ideas or lack
of support for top ranked ideas should not be understood in
terms of quantity of opinions (due to weak correlation bet-
ween opinion rating and comment count) but strength and
verboseness of sentiment expressions in the comments. Ta-
king into account those results and observing the correlation
of opinion rating metric with the remaining legacy metrics
we can conclude that the new metric does not duplicate the
behaviour of other Idea Management indicators. Therefore,
hypothesis H2 can be considered as supported.

6. FUTURE WORK
The presented results are a preliminary work that was done
to determine the perspectives for perusing opinion mining
topic in Idea Management Systems and to compliment our
reach in Gi2MO project on modelling the knowledge of opi-
nions during community discussions over the Web [15]. Whi-
le, the results of experiments presented here are promising,
in terms of future work we intend to investigate the topic
further and support our study with better evidence. Firstly,
we envision repeating the described experiment with manual
annotation that would eliminate the uncertainty that comes
from using an opinion mining algorithm with a fairly low
performance, like the OPAL prototype constructed by the
Gi2MO team. Another option for future improvement that
we would like to point out is using a better opinion mining
algorithm, aligned to the domain of Ubuntu Linux and pre-
senting similar evaluation but for the entire dataset of 21000
ideas. In addition, the creditability of the presented results
could be increased by presenting a study for a number of dif-
ferent Idea Management instances of different domains and
vendors.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Concluding our investigation we can state that measuring
community sentiments related to ideas through comments
does deliver a supplementary tool for judgement of ideas
performance, however not fully distinct from the idea rating
metric. The strongest detected correlation with average solu-
tion rating suggests that the up/down rating does partially
reflect what users write in the comments. The interesting ob-
servation of our analysis is that very well rated solutions of
ideas often attract high amount of criticism as well as posi-
tive feedback (low correlations of the top and lowest ratings
with opinion rating).

In addition, our study has shown that the impact of user
opinions is very low on final idea selections, proving that
idea reviewers and contest managers responsible for selec-
ting ideas to implement do not make their choice based on
opinion of the community.
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